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Many drivers receive free services, with

approved insurance, in as little as 15

minutes.
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PATSCO WINDSHIELD REPAIR

PROVIDES COMPLETE & EFFICIENT

CHIP AND CRACK REPAIR & HEADLIGHT

RESTORATION SERVICES

Many drivers receive free services, with

approved insurance, in as little as 15

minutes. 

Patsco Windshield Repair provides

essential services that help them to see

clearly day and night. In as little as 15

minutes, our teams deliver rock chip

repair, cracked windshield repair, and

headlight restoration.

When it is time to fix a chip in the windshield, it might be tempting to try a DIY kit. Although this

option might remove the problem area, discoloration and viewer distortion issues occur. That

outcome makes it harder to see than if the problem was still present.

The best way to avoid unwanted outcomes with a crack or break in a windshield is to invest in

professional auto glass repair in San Antonio, TX.

BENEFITS OF WINDSHIELD REPAIR SERVICES

Although a chipped windshield might seem like a minor inconvenience, it can become a big

problem if it’s allowed to hang around for too long. Patsco Windshield Repair proudly delivers a

complete repair solution that includes cracks so drivers can see clearly again.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://patscowindshield.com/san-antonio-tx-windshield-repair-glass
https://www.patscopatch.com
https://www.windshieldrepairsanantonio.net


Several benefits are possible with this

service, which is often free with

approved insurance, especially for

drivers with comprehensive coverage

with little or no deductible.

It Is a Convenient Service

Patsco Windshield Repair provides

complete services for drivers in San

Antonio in as little as 15 minutes. Our

team delivers total relief for typical

chips and breaks, including crack repair

for issues up to 24 inches in size. The work is done with 100% complete satisfaction with minimal

wait times.

Value Restoration to the Vehicle

“this guys is what every

company ever needed as a

worker. he`s very funny and

keep up with his work

simultaneously.”

ismail adetona

Damaged glass is more than a potential violation while

driving in San Antonio. It can reduce the value of a vehicle

when trying to sell it. Repairing cracks and breaks restores

its appearance while maintaining the current safety

standards.

Windshields Stay Out of Landfills

Although glass is recyclable, most windshields in Texas end

up in the landfill when removed from vehicles. The

manufacturing process for a replacement item generates emissions and uses significant energy.

Choosing to repair this asset instead of taking it out for a different one ensures drivers can

support the local environment in small, but meaningful ways.

Restores Vision

Drivers receive a clear view of the road ahead with Patsco Windshield Repair’s complete services.

Once the restoration work is done, there will not be any distracting discoloration to manage

while behind the wheel.

Immediate Resolution

Once the Patsco Windshield Repair team finishes the repair, the vehicle is ready to drive

immediately. That eliminates the need to drop off the automobile and pick it up a day or two

later. The work is strong and stable, allowing drivers to continue their daily routines.

“I’ve had a chip on my windshield for about six months, and never had time to get it fixed,” said

Debi James, a recent customer. “I just happened to be at the right place at the right time when I



came across Patsco Windshield Repair. I was attended to immediately and found the work to be

a quality job, done in a very reasonable period of time. I was very happy with my experience and

the ease with which I got my windshield fixed.”

DRIVING WITH A CRACKED WINDSHIELD IN TEXAS

Unlike other states, Texas does not mention driving with chips, cracks, or breaks in its regulations

as a violation. Vehicles can pass the mandatory inspections even if they are present in the

windshield.

If a windshield crack causes the glass to change its shape by becoming more concave or convex,

then it must be repaired.

Texas does have rules regarding obstructions that are routinely enforced in San Antonio and

other cities. These three rules summarize what drivers can expect.

The state does not permit materials or items to be placed in or attached to the windshield that

hinder one’s ability to see roads and intersections.

Materials or signs cannot be placed in the rear or side windows that prevent a clear view.

Stickers and labels that must be displayed by law are allowed in the lower corners of the

windshield.

Since an extensive crack could be considered an obstruction, there could be enough justification

for a law enforcement contact in some situations. Anyone unsure of their windshield's status can

come to a Patsco Windshield Repair location for an evaluation and possibly free repair, if

needed, with approved insurance.

HOW LONG CAN VEHICLES BE DRIVEN WITH A CRACKED WINDSHIELD?

Even small chips, breaks, and cracks become more significant problems if they are not repaired

quickly. Any disruption in the windshield’s construction can cause it to be weaker, enabling the

damage to spread as time passes.

Although most incidents do not show visual damage increases daily, there is a microscopic

spreading that is eventually detectable. 

Some conditions cause cracks and breaks to spread even faster.

Temperature Changes. Glass expands and contracts as the day gets warmer or colder. As time

passes, the corners of each chip and crack weaken to eventually have them start spreading

across the entire windshield in often unpredictable ways.

Rough Terrain. Drivers on smooth roads might not see more windshield damage develop, but

any potholes, speed bumps, or similar surfaces place more pressure on the crack or break. 



Moisture and Precipitation. Today’s windshields use a polyvinyl butyral layer between two

laminated glass layers to create a protective surface. Damage that occurs beyond the outer layer

can cause the interior to become cloudy. Rock chip repair before this happens can save the

windshield and limit costs, especially with approved insurance.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

Patsco Windshield Repair proudly offers complete break, crack, and bullseye damage support for

drivers in San Antonio and the greater metro area. Additional services include headlight

restoration. We currently offer three service locations at 6301 NW Loop 410, 2347 Nacogdoches

Road, and H-E-B Plus 10718 Potranco. Our services have been trusted by fellow Texans since

1995.
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